
	

																																												

	

 
OPEN FACES Freeride Series 2020 

Reunion of Freeride World Qualifier top ranked riders at the 4* 
competition in the Silvretta-Montafon 
 
The Freeride Qualifier Event of the Open Faces Series in Austria's sportiest ski area is an 
absolute 4* category classic already  in the second year. The best current EURASIA qualifier 
ranked riders did not miss the chance to get valuable points and started together with over 50 
riders from 12 nations. The supposedly perfect conditions on the "Kleine Heimspitse" face 
turned out to be more difficult than expected. The contest and the lines of the riders: not for the 
faint of heart. 
 
Former World Tour riders such as Ludovic Guillot-Diat, Montafon Local Thomas Feuerstein, Clement 
Bochatay or Moél Ollivier and all top 3 riders in the current Freeride World Qualifier rankings 
competed in the Silvretta-Montafon. The face showed a completely different side this year and jumps 
that could not be done last year were released this year. Other areas of the mountain fell out of the 
“judging zone” for the Contest 2020. New “lines” could therefore be expected on the striking flank 
that is steep up to 60 ° and interspersed with rock bands. The bad weather the day before made 
planning for the riders and organizers of the Open Faces Crew difficult. After it cleared up on late 
Friday afternoon, the riders were able to complete the so important face check and the green light for 
the contest was generally given. Time for real 4* Freeride Action! 
 
 
"Big drops" but extremely difficult landings on the "Kleine Heimspitze" 
 
It was already in the air the day before: due to the constitution of the face and 40 cm of fresh snow, the 
big jumps can be targeted. Right from the first starter, this was the motto. Due to the relatively warm 
temperatures at night, the snow conditions, especially at the landings, were heavier than expected and 
many of the runs ended in falls. Fortunately, no riders were seriously injured and another technically 
perfect and controlled run led to victory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	

																																												

	

 
Mans Fors Källstrand (SWE) won just ahead of Mael Ollivier (FRA) and 
Sebastian Hiersche (AUT) in the men's ski category 
 
The Swede Mans Fors Källstrand prevailed against the Frenchman Mael Ollivier with an extremely far 
jumped "360" and 2 other clean drops with only 2.7 points advantage. Austrian Sebastian Hiersche 
was ranked third with a “360” in the upper part, a wide drop in the rocky middle section and an overall 
solid and risk-dosed run. 
 
„Canyon gap“ transfer premiere for the Frenchman Solan Dejouy 
 
The Frenchman Soland Dejouy will definitely be remembered with a “canyon gap transfer” over 30 m 
that was previously not considered possible. Unfortunately, the interim victory contender was unable 
to finish due to  rising bindings in the lower part. However, this transfer already opens up new line 
options for the contest on the “Kleine Heimspitze” 2021. 
 
German snowboarder Timm Schröder with a run "according to plan" 
clearly to victory 
 
Exact “line” planning on the previous day brought the german Timm Schröder, the second last year, 
the hoped victory on the “Kleine Heimspitze”. With 87 points and a meticulously planned run 
including lots of airtime, "360" and an extremely smooth riding, he clearly prevailed against Benjamin 
Evens from New Zealand. In third place was ex Freeride World Tour rider Ludovic Guillot-Diat from 
France. 
 
Preliminary decisions for the FWT 2021 for ski women? 
 
The well-known heavy face does not offer easy line options for women. All the more respect for their 
achievements. With controlled fluid turns and a few wide drops, Polish skier Zuzanna Witych 
prevailed and was able to expand her current lead in the EURASIA qualifier classification. Megane 
Betend from France took valuable points as the runner-up, followed by Eva Battolla from Switzerland 
currently ranked number 2 in the overall ranking. 
 
The snowboarder, Claire McGregor from New Zealand, also prevailed in the Freeride World Qualfier 
Ranking. Just behind them, Linda Schmitter from Switzerland with 2nd place and Maria Kuzma from 
New Zealand with 3rd place got valuable points. 
 
 
 
 
 



	

																																												

	

 
Start of the decisive phase of the FWQ Tour and Open Faces Series 
 
Due to the numerous falls and unclean runs of the current qualifier leaders, the men's tickets for the 
coveted Freeride World Tour Tickets 2021 have been completely re-mixed. For the women, the two 
winners of the day are likely to have 2 riders who, if they continue like this, have great chances of 
getting a ticket to the FWT. Two more 4 * events and the annual Grande Finale Open Faces Week 
Gurgl at the beginning of April remain for the qualification. So it remains extremely exciting as far as 
the coming weeks are concerned. 
 
The 4 * FWQ in the Silvretta-Montafon definitely ranks in the top league of international 4-star 
events. The "Kleine Heimspitze" is the perfect mountain for this. Those who missed the runs at the top 
level can find them “relive” under this link on the Open-Faces website: 
http://bit.ly/OFMontafon2020_Relive 
 
 

An overviw oft he other Open Faces dates:  

09.03.2019: 2* Open Faces Gastein 
13.03.2019: Freeride Junior World Championships Kappl-Paznaun 
06.04.2019: 4* Open Faces Obergurgl-Hochgurgl 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	

																																												

	

 

Press material 

 

 PRESS PICTURES / RESULT LISTS / WINNER RUNS / RECAP VIDEO / DOWNLOAD: 

  http://bit.ly/OF_SIMO2020_Review 

 

 Relive (Livestream): http://bit.ly/OFMontafon2020_Relive 

 

 

more infos here:  

   https://www.open-faces.com/ 

  openfacesfreeride 

  https://www.facebook.com/OpenFaces.at 
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